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Abstract 

 

 Leadership development has been extensively studied by academicians and business 
practitioners.  The academic institutions are responding to an increasing demand for leadership 
skills by creating leadership programs, and companies cite leadership capabilities as one of their 
top workforce challenges (IBM, 2008).  However, there are still few bridges that close the gap 
between often simplistic approaches to developing leaders in corporations and more abstract 
theoretical approaches studied by researchers (Northouse, 2004). We provide a real-life example 
of leadership development strategy and designed and delivered for top executives in a 
professional services firm. We tell the story of how we applied leadership theories in a real-life 
setting and share initial data presenting our results two years into the journey.   

Our experience provides several implications for leadership researchers and business 
practitioners: 1) Leadership programs need to be customized for specific demographic cohorts; 
2) Traditional development methods don’t work well in business settings experiencing rapid 
growth.  Use of alternative approaches such as mentoring/coaching is often more effective; 3) 
Integrating development programs into global arena requires targeted efforts toward deployment 
and repatriation and expanding programs applicability to global settings. 

Problem Statement 
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The story of Deloitte and Executive Development begins with an understanding of the 
organization.  Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu is a global organization of member firms, devoted to 
excellence in providing professional services and advice in four key areas: Audit and Risk, 
Management Services, Tax, Consulting, and Financial Advisory Services.  We provide client 
service through a global strategy executed locally in more than 140 countries.  We have 
approximately 165,000 professionals worldwide and serve more than 80 percent of the world’s 
largest companies.  Structurally, we are a private partnership, owned and operated in country-
specific practices by partners around the world.   

In late 2005, when our efforts in Executive Development began in the US, Deloitte was 
meeting unprecedented success in the marketplace.  We had made some strategic decisions after 
Enron and the collapse of Arthur Andersen which had positioned us well and as a result there 
had been several years of double digit growth in both revenues and headcount.  Yet there was a 
growing concern about the skills and capabilities of our leaders.  Traditionally, we leveraged an 
apprenticeship model to grow leaders.  But with the speed of changes in the market --- new 
regulations, new complexity, new client needs, and new competition --- we felt we no longer had 
the luxury of growing new leaders slowly and steadily over time.  In addition, basic 
demographics were reinforcing these conclusions.   An analysis of the partnership in the US 
found that:   

• 50% of partners have fewer than 5 years’ experience (due to the rapid growth) 
• Almost 1/3 of partners are 50 years old or older and are nearing mandatory retirement 

(due to baby boomer demographics) 
• The traditional development model—learn from more experienced partners—cannot 

bridge this gap 
• A need for a greater diversity of leadership experiences is required, including a 

international exposure and global deployments 
 

 These succession challenges required an accelerated development approach.  In the past, 
efforts at executive development had been sporadic.  There were disparate efforts in place, but no 
cohesive approach and no comprehensive strategic objectives.  A new strategy was needed-the 
rapid development of business leaders was now a fundamental precursor to our ability to 
continue our growth rate and we needed to be more deliberate and holistic. 

 

Building the Foundation 

Our initial efforts began with two fundamental tasks.  First we build a business case for 
our work, which included analyzing our current spend rate on development versus any 
competitive benchmarks we could uncover.  Understanding the financials allowed us to make a 
case that more investment was needed.  



Second, we needed to define what we meant by development.  We knew we had a habit 
of relying on classroom training for development, yet we understood that senior executives don’t 
learn this way.  So we redefined development to include four development channels as the 
foundation for any learning program we created: 

 

 

 

Design and Deliver 

By April, 2006, we had refined our development strategy and received approval by the 
US Executive Committee to build a suite of development offerings.   We opted for two parallel 
paths of activity: 

• The first set of action steps would be to build the infrastructure required to maintain a 
development culture over time –the ability to set development goals in the performance 
management system, creating coaching skills in business unit leaders, etc. 
 

• The second set of action steps would be to implement quick hits – simple and quick 
programs which would convey our new approach, begin to have impact and signal to our 
leaders that we were newly focused on their development.  Today, we have new insights 
on each of these programs represented in the columns below, and we will share data with 
the results of our efforts. 



 

Key Learnings 

Over the course of our Partner Development journey, a number of key learnings have 
surfaced that are redirecting our efforts, including: 

• Demographics rule 
• Traditional apprenticeship model...is hard with 20% year over year growth 
• Getting global…in a domestic ownership model 

 

Demographics Rule 

As previously mentioned, Deloitte’s partnership has had tremendous growth in recent 
years, driven by strong growth of the business in the last five years.  These partners, at the 
average age of 38, are being placed in more senior roles sooner than their past counterparts.  To 
help accelerate the development of these partners as client and firm leaders, we have instituted a 
number of interventions. 

A key element is the New Leader Program.  The New Leader Program is a year-long 
program open to all new principals, partners and directors every year.  The program focuses on 
exposing new partners to the experience of senior partners, as well as communicating day-to-day 
relevant learnings for partners new to their roles.  An overview of program success factors and 
results will be discussed. 

Traditional apprenticeship model...is hard with 20% year over year growth 

Historically, professional services firms have relied on an apprenticeship model to grow 
talent.  More senior partners have spent significant amount of time coaching and mentoring more 
junior partners, “showing them the ropes” in terms of firm management, client service and 



navigating internal firm politics.  The past five years of unprecedented growth drove client 
commitments to an even greater level, taking time away from apprenticeship activities. 

An effort aimed at this issue is the IMAGINE Mentoring Program available to partners in 
our Consulting practice.  Recently featured in Harvard Business Review (Salzberg, 2008), 
IMAGINE focuses on pairing senior and junior partners to explore career options.  The detailed 
presentation will explore program metrics and learnings from the multiple roll-outs of the 
program. 

Getting global…in a domestic ownership model 

Increasingly Deloitte’s clients, even those that are not its largest clients, have 
international exposure.  At the same time, partners, principals and directors have had a limited 
amount of experience on the global stage.  The primary limiting factor is the firms’ ownership 
model, which are limited liability partnerships at the national, not global, level.  This impacts 
partner development in three ways: 

• Helping our partners have more global experience, through deployments and repatriation 
o In this area, we will discuss an emerging deployment model for global 

assignments and work to support partner success 
• Enabling our leadership partners to have more global savvy, to assist them in navigating 

the firm’s strategic direction 
o Here, we will discuss our relationship with the Wharton School of Business and 

an executive development experience that included our top 150 partners 
• Working, as a Partner Development Team, with our global counterparts to share learnings 

and make connections 
o Finally, we will discuss recent market-facing initiatives that we are executing in 

the US, taking advantage of global experiences.  The most recent is an initiative 
aimed at increasing CFO relationship growth, which is modeled off work 
conducted in the UK and Europe. 
 

Going Forward 

 It has been two years since we embarked on the executive development journey -today 
our leadership development is more mature, our results lend perspectives for program 
enhancements, and the marketplace challenges create a need to re-evaluate our approach.  Going 
forward we will be increasingly focused on building market-facing leadership skills, 
implementing accelerated development of foundational skills for new partners, and integrating 
our development efforts across the organization.  We will discuss our future focus activities 
including building core leadership capabilities and integrating our four developmental channels 
into targeted programs for specific partner groups.  
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